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Division Points
Indian Nations Division of the National Model Railroad Association
www.tulsanmra.org
From the Superintendent
I was approached a while back by
Indian Nations member about a
presentation from a lawyer friend
of his about a discussion on a living will to help our spouses and
our loved ones on how to handle
our model trains when that day
does come that we pass on. It’s
not a topic that we like to think
about or feel it is even close, but
the reality it is inevitable as the
day will come.
I know some of you already have
made plans but there are several
like myself that haven’t even given
it a thought. I feel this is a presentation that is not your typical how
to, or prototype information, but I
do feel that the subject matter is
very crucial and if it lessons the
burden on just one of the members in our division makes it worth
it and I appreciate the presentation being made available to us
See you at the meeting!

Dave Salamon

Issue No. 50

Jan 2017

January 21st Meeting
Show and Tell:
What did Santa Bring? What is new to you.
Clinics/Presentations:
Prototype Photo’s - Graeme Nitz

Preparing to for the future of our collections - Kirk
Clausing

Indian Nation’s LDOP Sig Meet
March 17-19, 2017
http://ldopsigmeet.tulsanmra.org/
The Great Plains Joint Line
May 18-21, 2017
2017 Joint MCoR and LTR Convention
Ames, IA
The Tulsan
Santa Fe Historical Society Convention
June 21-25, 2017
Tulsa, OK
http://sfrhms.org/conventions/
Spring Creek 2017 Train Show
July 1-2, 2017
Deshler, Nebraska
33rd National Garden Railroad Convention
July 10-15, 2017
Tulsa, OK
http://www.thinktulsa17.com/
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2017 MEETINGS
Jan 21 - What did Santa Bring
May 20– Rolling Stock
Sept 16 - Locomotives
Nov 18 - Structures/Dioramas

INDIAN NATIONS
OFFICERS
Superintendent
Dave Salamon

Meetings are from 9:30 to 12:30

New Hardesty Library
8316 E. 93rd St.

Assistant Superintendent

(Just East of Memorial on 93rd St.)

Director

Charlie Tapper

Jim Senese

Paymaster
Hal Blakeslee

Achievement Program
John Anderson

Larry’s Question of the Month:
The Frisco used a Smoke Density light?
What is it used for and how did it work?

Dennis Sullivan

918-646-9334
539-777-4482
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November Highlights
576 Square Inch Challenge Entries.

Dave Salamon
HOn2.5
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November Highlights (cont’d)

Lane Littlefield
N Scale
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November Highlights (cont’d)

Thomas McGuire
HO Scale
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November Highlights (cont’d)

Dave Steensland
HO Scale
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November Highlights (cont’d)

Randy Smith — On30
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576 Square Inch Challenge
1st Place—Dave Salamon
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The Merced Gold Mining Co. is the inspiration I used for modeling the K&M Mining Company. Its four-mile route ran from the Mary Harrison Mine to the “FortyStamper” located at Black Creek. It was a steep and twisting climb, for which it
earned the title, “Crookedest Railway in the World.” It was built to a gauge of 30”.
The prototype had an 8 ton 0-4-0 porter as power and utilizing 15 steel ore cars of
5 ton capacity each, ore from the Mary Harrison mine was hauled to the Potosi
mill site. The locomotive never had a headlight as it only ran in the day time. On
the line were two wood trestles, one crossing Maxwell Creek just south of town ,
and the other spanning Blacks Creek near the mill. The bridge crossing Maxwell
Creek was 288 feet long and stood 53 feet high. The locomotive engineer's habit
of blowing the whistle while crossing this bridge soon earned the engine the nickname "Whistling Billy", the name it retains to this day. The Maxwell Creek trestle,
exhibiting unique construction, sported 5 trussed center spans of 32 feet each, so
as to eliminate the need for more bents. The bridge across Blacks Creek was
about 150 feet long and about 60 feet in height. It had an A-frame center span
giving it a unique character as well. In addition, there was also a long trestle over
which the ore cars were pushed by the locomotive and their loads dumped into
the ore bins of the stamp mill.
Operations on the railroad consisted of a train of 8 or 9 ore laden cars leaving the
Mary Harrison with the locomotive on the rear end of the train facing the cars.
Pushing the cars in this manner, the locomotive transported its loads across the
trestle over Maxwell Creek and alongside the old Coulterville-La Grange road.
Passing the machine shops and engine house/car shops, and over the Blacks
Creek trestle, it finally shoved the cars out across the ore dump trestle at the
stamp mill to be unloaded. The locomotive then pulled the cars back over the line
to the mine where they were again loaded.
I would love to have used a porter engine and little dump cars, but I built this layout from the scrap box, I didn’t want to have to spend any more money than I had
too,. Even though the prototype burned down, and the locomotive and dump cars
went on display, my little railroad flourished, and by purchasing some used run
down equipment from the big guys, the railroads two master mechanics Joe
Salamon and Joe Tucker were able to do what they do best and coble up some
equipment out of junk and give the railroad a modern look with some more reliable equipment which should keep this little mining railroad operating for years to
come.
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My Goal:
•Work in a scale/gauge I don’t normally work in
•Use techniques from IND meetings
•Low cost, use existing materials
•Operational – switching puzzle
•Based on the prototype
•Scenic interest

Key Elements I wanted to Include:
•Mine on the right side
•Mill on the left
•Tunnel to staging tracks
•Trestle
•Engine House/shop building

Original Design:
•Originally thought On30
•8” x 72” (576)
•Limited scenery
•Passing siding and industries be tight squeeze
•Have 0-4-0 porter engine already
•Would have to purchase turnouts and other items

Revised Idea;
•Looking through the scrap drawer…have 4 old Atlas n scale turnouts
•Build in HOn30, be a new adventure, can kitbash the equipment from surplus
items I have on hand
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Thought of trying to make a L shape or bent layout to increase visual interest...then
reality set in. After being gone all summer for work and the deadline approaching,
the “L” shaped plan was going to be too time consuming to build, plus awkward to
transport, store and move around.
Simplify plan go with 9”x60” (540 square inch) below the limit
Compromises Still!
•Even with going with HOn30 ran out of room to model engine house/shop
•Instead of having external staging, just used tunnel to hold a car for the switching
puzzle
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Techniques used on this layout from Indian Nations Meetings:
•Rock work is Robert Bornfleth’s Tree bark
•Mill is from the Mock-Up presentation
•Trees/bushes are ideas from Ken Ehlers/Rich Gibson/Dave Salamon
•Dried Leaves – Henry Townsend
•Backdrop is painted - Dave Salamon Presentation
•Hardshell is a homemade version of Woodland Scenics Shaper Sheet first shown
to me by Kent Bays (Aluminum Foil with Felt attached, shaped and hot glued, hydrocal them worked over the felt to create the hardshell.)
Equipment:
•Engine is a bachmann HO 45 tonner, with the mechanism being replace by a very
old Atlas n scale incorrect GP chassis (sitting for 25years)
•Freight cars are cheap bachmann N scale 40’ freight car frames. I splice .188
x .060 on each side of the frames, then installed the scribed deck and glued all together, scratch built the sides. No detail added at this time (ran out of time!)
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Tony’s Tips and Techniques
By Tony Burgess
I decided that my little guys on the model can't really lift all those heavy castings, so I
am building a small jib crane. The heart of the crane that is responsible for lifting, is
made by a method I have not used before. I used brass and styrene, held together by
a 1mm by 8mm long bolt, with 2 washers and a nut. The crane itself is made of styrene and wood.
The thing will rotate. I
mortised the styrene
beam into the supporting
wood attached to the post
with NBW castings. The
styrene beam was made
using 2 pieces of styrene .010 x .250"
and .015 x .080".
All my wife can say is "Oh
my goodness..."
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A rough test fit to see if the 1mm x 8mm bolt is long enough
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All the parts so far after blackening the brass.

The still wet concrete base made
with plaster and a
drop of black Vallejo
paint.
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The crane is done. I
might add some dirt
or rust on the chain
later. It does look a
little too shiny. The
hardest part was putting the hook on the
chain. I'm really
pleased on how the
base turned out.
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Show & Tell

Bob Shufflebotham
G Scale Shack
from a cheap Hobby Lobby Cardboard
Core Building
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Thank you Sammy Carlile
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Thank you
Sammy
Carlile
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Thank you
Sammy
Carlile
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Special December Presentation
After the Oklahoma City Train Show Soundtraxx
Representative, George Bogatiuk came to Tulsa to
give a presentation on Soundtraxx Decoders. He
had contacted Indian Nations member Bob Clark
who in turn contacted the Division Superintendent
who arranged for a meeting room to be available.
George presented an overview of SoundTraxx product line including Tsunami2 and Econami. This included features, setup, consisting and more! In addition, he presented a few operating scenarios to illustrate how SoundTraxx line of
DCC and sound decoders help add more realism and more prototypical sounds to
enhance the enjoyment of our
hobby. He made several stops
in the Midwest and it was reported that our division supported him the best, so thanks
to the members for taking the
time to attend.
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Sewall’s Foundry as scratch built in HO scale by Tony Burgess

